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Our Readers Respond
No More Public Schools
I’ve said this before, and I’ll say it again, just where in the Constitution does it give the national
government any authority to be involved in education? Nowhere that I know of. And just what tortured
interpretation do you have to apply to whatever part of the Constitution to make it say that it does?

— Robert Olejarz Online comment

Anyone who believes public education has the potential to create a positive experience for children
should spend some time reading the works of Samuel Blumenfeld and John Taylor Gatto. I would
especially recommend trying to find a copy of the late Blumenfeld’s classic work Is Public Education
Necessary?

— A. Alexander Minsky, Online comment

My wife and I taught our three boys at home from kindergarten to 12th grade. Their first school
experience was the local college and all three graduated university. Two studied engineering and
computers and graduated at the top of their class at UC Irvine. All three are committed Christians and
attend our local church together.

— Frank Hamann, Online comment

Covid Truth
Covid did not kill people. The treatment protocols of hospitals and doctors did. If your primary care
doctor or nurse told you to give it seven days to see if symptoms get worse and then go to the ER, then
you need a different doctor or nurse. The doctors unwilling to prescribe Ivermectin or HCQ to treat
Covid should all have their licenses revoked. They all went against their Hippocratic Oath to “do no
harm.”

— SEGA, Online comment

Stopping Election Fraud
When we go back to paper ballots, no early voting, no drop boxes, no mail-in ballots without a verified
excuse, and no ballot counting after Election Day except for the military, then we will not have
widespread fraud. Why does someone have to vote months before an election? There is not a single
reason why. Until these changes are made we will remain a banana republic when it comes to elections.

— Gz7, Online comment

NWO Censorship
Since some of the last stumbling blocks for the New World Order crowd were free speech/religion, the
right to bear arms, and the right to not self-incriminate, it looks like the
virus/climate/abortion/racism/hate-speech scares going on will be the tools to dupe the sheep into
accepting more restrictions.

 — JB Shield, Online comment
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The establishment can no longer hide its information manipulation, so it is trying to use language as a
cloak, to pretend that it is “doing good.” The clear but unstated premise for the argument of
information control is that the public is too stupid to make up their own minds for themselves, and too
evil to be trusted with facts.

Well, we pay for all of those a**holes via our taxes and economic support. They should be loyal to us by
being loyal to our core rule of law. Instead, we are to be kept from words and numbers that they don’t
want us to hear.

— Jim_AZ, Online comment
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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